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Abstract
In this paper an algorithm for solving the Optimal Power Flow problem for
multi-terminal DC networks based on the gradient method is proposed. The
aim is seeking the optimal point subject to voltage, current and power con-
straints. The algorithm is described by a continuous-time port-Hamiltonian
model, and the inequality constrains are included by the use of barrier func-
tions. The dynamics of the algorithm is studied and stability conditions are
obtained. Finally, the method is used for the offshore wind integration grid in
the North Sea and the interconnection with the network dynamics is tested by
means of numerical simulations.
Keywords: Optimal power flow, port-Hamiltonian systems, gradient method,
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1. Introduction
Multi-terminal DC (MTDC) networks emerged as important systems for the
transmission and distribution of electrical energy, from low voltage applications
such as household DC networks, [1], to high voltage systems, like High-Voltage
DC (HVDC) networks, [2], including spacecraft systems, data centers, traction5
power systems, plug-in electric vehicles, DC microgrids involving PV generation
and battery storage, or shipboard power systems, see [3] and references therein.
Usually, the control of MTDC networks involves a hierarchical structure, with
a decentralized controller which acts locally in each node of the network and
an upper level supervisor algorithm, known as Optimal Power Flow (OPF),10
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that provides the voltage references to each node to achieve the desired (and
optimal) energy transmission among the nodes, where some voltages, currents
and powers are subjected to equality and inequality constraints.
Many references can be found related to the local control of the voltage nodes
and its associated voltage source converter (VSC). Papers included vary from15
the well known droop-control technique (see examples in [4], [5], and [6]), to
control strategies using advanced control methods, such as H∞ robust control
[7], model predictive control [8]-[9], passivity-based techniques [10]-[11], sliding
modes [12] or complex networks approaches [13].
However, the OPF problem for MTDC networks is still an open problem.20
Despite the analogies between AC and DC OPF problems, the main difference
is the optimization target; frequency in AC, voltage in DC, [14], thus OPF
algorithms for AC methods are not suitable for DC problems. Usually OPF in
DC networks is solved via standard methods (both deterministic and heuristic)
such as interior point algorithms with barrier functions [15], covariance matrix25
adaption evolutionary strategy (CMA-ES) [16], or tools available in engineering
softwares such as RT-Lab [17] or the Optimization Toolbox of Matlab [18]-[19].
In general, the OPF algorithm is implemented in a microprocessor that pro-
vides the solution after a several iterations. This means that the optimal so-
lution is available at certain time values. Alternatively, the OPF problem can30
be solved using a continuous-time algorithm [20]-[21]. On another hand, only
few references study the stability of the algorithms for solving the OPF prob-
lem, see [22]-[23]. The stability analysis is necessary because, usually, the OPF
implies the minimization of a cost (loss) function that, expressed in terms of
voltages, depends on the weighted Laplacian matrix. Since this matrix is pos-35
itive semidefinite, the function turns to be just convex [22], and not strictly
convex.
In this paper, an algorithm based on the primal-dual gradient method is pro-
posed, that, in opposite to other methods, allows a simple and continuous time
mathematical description as a dynamical system. Moreover, the advantages of40
using a continuous-time algorithm are twofold: firstly, stability of the gradient
method dynamics can be analyzed using Lyapunov methods and, secondly, the
optimization algorithm can be easily interconnected with the network, provid-
ing stability of the whole dynamics. The use of the continuous-time gradient
method to find the optimal point has been studied [24],[25], and stability prob-45
lems may appear when the cost function is no strictly convex. Modifications of
the problem statement can overcome the stability issue, where the Krasovskii
method is used to prove stability, see e.g. [26]. Alternatively, the LaSalle Invari-
ance Principle can be used to guarantee the stability for a certain combination of
cost functions and constraints in [21],[25]. Recently, the continuous-time port-50
Hamiltonian description of the gradient method has been proposed in [20][27],
which results have motivated this work.
This paper extends the results presented in [20], where a continuous-time
primal-dual gradient method for solving the OPF problem in MTDC networks
was studied. In [20] only problems with equality constraints were studied, but55
inequality constraints need to be considered in a realistic case. The main con-
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tributions of the present paper are: i) describing the method for solving an
optimization problem with inequality constraints as a port-Hamiltonian sys-
tem, with the use of barrier functions, ii) providing stability conditions of the
method, and iii) its application to a practical case (the North Sea wind inte-60
gration grid), providing a faster regulation to the optimal point and a better
performance than classical discrete-time OPF implementations.
The paper is organized as follows. Preliminaries and definitions are given
in Section 2. The port-Hamiltonian representation of the primal-dual gradient
method is described in Section 3, and its application to the OPF for resistive65
networks is detailed in Section 4. In Section 5 the numerical results for the North
Sea network are presented and, finally, the Conclusions are stated in Section 6.
2. Preliminaries and definitions
In this paper a resistive DC network is considered: an undirected, connected,
and weighted graph, G, with n nodes (vertices) and m branches (edges). The70
following results are obtained from classical graph theory books [28].
Definition 1. 1 ∈ Rn is the vector consisting of only ones.
Definition 2 (Incidence matrix). Consider an arbitrary orientation of the
edges. The (vertex-edge) incidence matrix, B ∈ Rn×m, is defined by the (k, l)-
th elements as
bkl =
 1 if the vertex k is the head of edge l−1 if the vertex k is the tail of edge l
0 otherwise.
(1)
Definition 3 (Laplacian matrix). The weighted Laplacian matrix is defined
as
W = BGBT , (2)
where G is the m×m diagonal matrix with the weights of each edge [29].
From the definitions above, the following properties are satisfied:
P1. ker(BT ) = {α1|α ∈ R}, then BT1 = 0. rank(BT ) = n− 1.75
P2. The Laplacian matrix, W , has zero row-sum:
∑
j wkj = 0, k = 1, . . . , n
P3. 1 is a right eigenvector of W with eigenvalue 0, i.e., W1 = 0.
Remark 1. The Kirchhoff’s Current Law (KCL) in a circuit with external cur-
rent sources naturally arises from the incidence matrix as
Bi = iext, (3)
where i ∈ Rm are the currents through the branches (edges), and iext ∈ Rn are
the injected currents at the nodes (vertices).
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3. Port-Hamiltonian representation of the constrained gradient method80
3.1. Equality constraint case
The stability of the gradient method for strictly convex functions was al-
ready studied in [30]. Recently, the stability analysis has been done using pas-
sive systems properties in [27] and [25], which entails a different perspective
that becomes very useful for interconnecting systems, see [31] as example. In85
this subsection, the port Hamiltonian representation of the gradient method
algorithm presented in [27] and [25] is presented.




s.t. Ax− b = 0, (5)
where x ∈ Rn, f : Rn → R is a convex function, A ∈ Rp×n and b ∈ Rp.
The optimal value of (4)-(5) can be obtained finding the saddle-point of the
Lagrangian
L(x, λ) = f(x) + λT (Ax− b) (6)
where λ ∈ Rp. The gradient method for finding the saddle-point of (6) is
represented by the following system of differential equations:90
Txẋ = −∇f(x)−ATλ (7)
Tλλ̇ = Ax− b (8)












where z = (Txx,Tλλ) and Tx,Tλ > 0 are symmetric positive definite matrices,
and can be used to tune the convergence time to the solution. The Hamiltonian





where T = blockdiag(Tx,Tλ), and the ∇(·) operator is used for the gradient (as
a column vector).
Let us define z∗ = (Txx
∗,Tλλ
∗) as the (unique) equilibrium point of (9) and




(z − z∗)TT−1(z − z∗), (11)












The asymptotic stability of (9) can be proved under the following conditions.
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Proposition 1. Assume that z∗ is a (unique) equilibrium point of (9), ker(AT ) =
{0} and f(x) is strictly convex. Then, the dynamics in (9) will converge asymp-95
totically to z∗, i.e., (x, λ)→ (x∗, λ∗).
Proof. (From [27]) The time derivative of the shifted Hamiltonian is
Ḣ∗ = −(x− x∗)T (∇f(x)−∇f(x∗)) ≤ 0, (13)
since f(x) is convex, and the equality holds if and only if x = x∗ since f(x)
is strictly convex. Using LaSalle’s invariant principle, on the largest invariant
set where Ḣ∗ = 0, one has that λ = λ∗ as AT (λ − λ∗) = 0, which proves the
proposition. 2100
3.2. Equality and inequality constraint case




s.t. Ax− b = 0, (15)
gj(x) ≤ 0 j = 1, . . . , p (16)
where x ∈ Rn, f : Rn → R and gj : Rn → R,∀j, are convex functions, A ∈ Rq×n
and b ∈ Rq.
It has been proved that the gradient method applied to the minimization105
problem with inequality constraints (14)-(16) results in a passive dynamical sys-
tem [25] and [21], but it can not be represented in the port-Hamiltonian frame-
work. In this paper, the use of barrier functions for the inequality constraints
which does allow the port-Hamiltonian representation has been proposed. The
use of barrier functions approximates the solution of the problem defined by110
(14)-(16) guaranteeing that the solution fulfils (16). The accuracy of the ap-
proximation can be properly adjusted, see details in [32]. This approach needs
that the initial conditions must be in the domain defined by the inequality
constraints.








s.t. Ax− b = 0, (18)
where c is a function that ideally is 0 when gj ≤ 0 and ∞ if gj > 0. An
approximation is the logarithmic barrier function,
c(u) = −k log(−u) (19)
where k is a parameter that can be used to set the accuracy of the approximation.
c(u), defined in (19), is a convex and non decreasing function, hence, the new
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Figure 1: Resistive circuits examples: a) acyclic resistive network, and b) cyclic resistive
network.
objective function (17) is convex. Moreover, (17) is strictly convex if f(x) is
strictly convex.120














j=1 c(gj(x)). Note that if f(x) is strictly convex Proposition 1
can be used.
4. Port-Hamiltonian based gradient method applied to the OPF for
DC networks: stability analysis
Before presenting the OPF problem, let us first introduce the DC network.125
Consider a resistive DC network with n nodes and m branches, with m resistors
Rl > 0 associated to each branch, l = 1, . . .m, and one voltage source in each
node, vk where k = 1, . . . , n. See two kind of resistive circuits; acyclic and
cyclic, in Figure 1.
From Kirchhoff’s and Ohm’s laws, the voltages (at each node) are related
with the currents (through each resistor) by
BT v = Ri (21)
where v ∈ Rn and i ∈ Rm, are the voltage and current vectors, respectively, B130
is the incidence matrix of the network, and R = diag(Rl) > 0.
The control problem consists of finding an optimal voltage vector vopt that
minimizes the losses by Joule’s effect, with some constraints on the voltages. The





in a matrix form
f(i) = iTRi. (22)
From the conductance of the l-branch, Gl =
1
Rl
, the conductance matrix can
be defined as G = R−1, and using (21), the cost function yields in terms of the
weighted Laplacian as in Definition 3
f(v) = vTW v, (23)
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where (2) has been used.
Remark 2. Note that, from Definition 3 and Property 2, the weighted Lapla-
cian, W , is positive semidefinite but it is not positive definite. Then, the loss
function f(v) in (23) is not strictly convex.135
Now one can formulate the OPF problem of the setting, i.e., assuming that
the node voltages are linearly constrained, the OPF problem can be defined as
min
v
f(v) = vTW v (24)
s.t. Av − b = 0 (25)
Qv − d ≤ 0 (26)
where b ∈ Rq and d ∈ Rp refer to the desired values, and the constraints on the
node voltages, respectively, and A,Q are matrices relating the voltages, v, with
their desired, maximum or minimum values.140
Following the approximation described in Section 3.2, with the barrier func-




TW v + γ(v) (27)







− [Q]j v + dj
)
(29)
and [·]j refers to the j-th row of matrix (·).
Proposition 2. fc(v) defined in (27) and (29) is a strictly convex function if
and only if there exists a j ∈ {1, . . . , p} such that [Q]j 1 6= 0.145
Proof. As the Hessian of fc(v), namely∇2fc(v), exists at each point in dom(fc),
fc is strictly convex if and only if ∇2fc(v) is positive definite.
Let v ∈ dom(fc). Then ∇2fc(v) can be computed as follows







([Q]j v − dj)2
(30)
Suppose that [Q]j 1 = 0,∀j. Then∇2fc(v) is not positive definite as 1T∇2fc(v)1 =
0. Conversely, supose that [Q]α 1 6= 0 with α ∈ {1, . . . , p}. Then, ∇2fc(v) is
positive definite as






([Q]α v − dα)2
r > 0, ∀r ∈ Span(1) \ {0}.
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Remark 3. Note that if the vector d in (26) refers to one single value for a
node, the corresponding row in Q has all zeros except one 1. Consequently, from150
Proposition 2, fc(v) is strictly convex.
The optimization algorithm in port-Hamiltonian form (20) applied to the












where z = (Tvv,Tλλ) and Tv = T
T
v ,Tλ = T
T
λ are positive definite matrices and





where T = blockdiag(Tv,Tλ).
Let us define z∗ = (Tvv
∗,Tλλ





(z − z∗)TT−1(z − z∗), (33)












Similar to Proposition 1, the asymptotic stability of (31) can be proved
under the following conditions.
Proposition 3. Assume that z∗ is an equilibrium point of (31), and one of the155
two following conditions hold






· 1 not in Span(1).
Then, the dynamics in (31) will converge asymptotically to z∗, i.e., (v, λ) →
(v∗, λ∗).160
Proof. The time derivative of the shifted Hamiltonian (33) with (34) is











= −(v − v∗)TW (v − v∗)− (v − v∗)T (∇γ(v)−∇γ(v∗)) ≤ 0. (36)
If condition C1 is fulfilled, Ḣ∗ < 0 is verified from Proposition 2. On the












Figure 2: Supervision and control scheme for a multi-terminal DC network.
consequently the equality holds if and only if v− v∗ ∈ ker(W ), i.e., v− v∗ = a1
with a ∈ R.
On the largest invariant set where Ḣ∗ = 0, one has that
ä1 = −aT−1v ATT−1λ A1. (37)





· 1 not in Span(1), and v = v∗. Using LaSalle’s






and ker(AT ) = {0}, proving the proposition. 2165
5. The port-Hamiltonian OPF applied to a multi-terminal DC net-
work
In this section, the OPF algorithm proposed in the previous section is applied
to a controlled multi-terminal DC network with n nodes. Figure 2 shows the
classical hierarchical control scheme consisting of:170
i) a supervisor algorithm (OPF Algorithm) that sets the required voltages,
v = (v1, . . . , vn), to all network nodes optimising a cost function and
constraints that depend on the market demand, forecast, and network
parameters,
ii) a voltage control (Droop Control) algorithm with the aim to regulate the175
voltage nodes, e = (e1, . . . , en), to the reference values calculated by the
OPF, v, by injecting current, u = (u1, . . . , un), through the VSCs (the
VSC control is out of the focus of this paper), and
iii) the network dynamics (MTDC Network).
The dynamical model and the OPF problem for a multi-terminal DC network180
are presented in the following subsections, and the example of the North Sea








Figure 3: Equivalent circuits: VSC (left); transmission line (right).
Remark 4. In this paper, a perfect knowledge of the grid parameters is as-
sumed. Parametric uncertainties will imply a non-minimal solution that could
also break some of the equality/inequality constraints. This non-optimal solution185
could imply oscillations in the power network as was studied in [11]. To pre-
vent this problem, a parameter estimator of the line resistances or an adaptive
scheme can be used.
5.1. Dynamical model and control of a multi-terminal DC network
Multi-terminal DC networks are usually modelled as circuits with RL lines190
and current sources in parallel with capacitors representing the voltage source
converters (VSC). Figure 3 shows the equivalent circuits for both VSC and lines,
where uk is the current injected by the power converters (that act as control
inputs for the DC network), Ck is the capacitance at node k, and Rl, Ll are the
lumped values for the resistance and inductance for the line connecting nodes k195
and l. In this section, ek is adopted for the voltages at the node to not confuse
with the values used for the OPF algorithm.
The dynamics of multi-terminal DC networks can be written in a compact
form [13], as
Cė = −Bi+ u (39)
Li̇ = −Ri+ BT e (40)
where e ∈ Rn contain all the node/capacitor voltages, i ∈ Rm the line/inductor
currents, C ∈ Rn×n is the capacitor matrix, L,R ∈ Rm×m are the inductance
and resistance matrices, and u ∈ Rn is the injected current in each node.200
Let us assume constant reference values and the Droop Control based on
passivity-based techniques reported in [11] that ensures stabilisation of the volt-
age nodes, e, to v. The closed loop dynamics results in
C ė = −K(e− v)−Bi+ W v (41)
Li̇ = −Ri+ BT e. (42)
From the network dynamics (39)-(40), and using G = R−1 and (2), one gets
the supplied current in steady state,












Figure 4: Admissibility region: power injection (blue); power consumption (red), and its linear
approximation around vo,k.
On the other hand, in DC circuits, the electrical power supplied/consumed by
a node k is given by Pk = ekuk which, in steady-state, (i.e., e = v and u = us)
and using (43)
Pk(v) = vk [W ]k v, (44)
where [W ]k denotes the kth-row of matrix W .
In a realistic operation, at any node k, each voltage/current pair (ek, uk)
must remain within an admissibility region and, consequently, the reference
values too. This region corresponds to the closed area limited by the maximum
and minimum allowed voltages, vHk and v
L
k , the rated power of the current205
source, PHk and P
L





4. Notice that vHk ≥ vLk > 0, while PHk ≥ 0 and PLk ≤ 0 stand for injecting and
consuming modes, respectively.
5.2. OPF problem statement for a multi-terminal DC network
The OPF problem for the MTDC network consists of finding the optimal210
(minimal losses) point subject to the constraints on the desired node voltages,
v, supplied/consumed powers, P , and the injected currents, us shown in Figure
11
4. Thus, the OPF can be defined by
min
v
f(v) = vTW v (45)
s.t. Avv − bv = 0 (46)
Auus − bu = 0 (47)
APP − bP = 0 (48)
QHv v − vH ≤ 0 (49)
vL −QLv v ≤ 0 (50)
QHu us − uH ≤ 0 (51)
uL −QLuu ≤ 0 (52)
QHP P − PH ≤ 0 (53)
PL −QLPP ≤ 0 (54)
where, super-indices H,L refer to the constrained higher and lower values. The





(·)×n have n columns, one for each node,215
and each of their rows identifies a node by having all 0 values except a 1 in the
column corresponding to the node.
The proposed OPF algorithm in (24)-(26) assumes that both equality and
inequality constraints are linear but, from (44), Pk, for k = 1, . . . , n, is not con-
vex and nonlinear, nor the contraints in (48), (53) and (54) are convex. In order
to apply the results obtained in Section 4, the following linear approximation is
used for (48) (the linear approximation of constraints in (53) and (54) can be
obtained straightforwardly)
Pkj (v)− [bP ]j ≈ [N ]j(v − εj) (55)
for each j ∈ {1, . . . , nv}, where εj is the linearisation points for constraint j (see
Figure 4), kj denotes the node that corresponds to constraint j, and
[N ]j = ∇Pj |Tεj = [εj ]kj · [W ]kj + [W εj ]kj · [I]kj . (56)
As εj must satify Pkj (εj) = [bP ]j , [N ]jεj = 2[bP ]j , and (55) can be written as
Pkj (v)− [bP ]j ≈ [N ]jv − 2 · [bP ]j . (57)
Notice that if [εj ]kj 6= 0, [W εj ]kj = [bP ]j/[εj ]kj and then [εj ]kj is the only
coordinate of the point εj needed to determine the linear approximation of
Pkj (v)− [bP ]j and, from (56)
PLinkj (v) = [N ]jv − [bP ]j = [εj ]kj · [W ]kjv +
[bP ]j
[εj ]kj
· vkj − [bP ]j . (58)
Then, when [bP ]j 6= 0, it is possible to compute the error of the linear





where vkj ∈ [vLkj , v
H
kj
], [W ]kjv ∈ [uLkj , u
H
kj
] and vkj [W ]kjv = [bP ]j . The lineari-
































Obviously, if [bP ]j = 0, then P
Lin
kj
(vkj , ukj ) = [εj ]kj · ukj and errj = 0.
Using (43) and (55), the OPF problem (45)-(54) can be written in a more


























where NL,NH are analogously obtained as N in (56).
Since the rows in the matrix QHv have all zeros except one 1, according to220
Proposition 3, the OPF is asymptotically stable.
5.3. Example: North Sea offshore wind integration network
The electrical network considered for this example is the offshore wind inte-
gration grid in the North Sea [16], consisting in 19 lines and 19 nodes, which 9
are wind farms (WF), 5 are onshore grid stations (GS) with their corresponding225
DC/AC converters, and 5 hubs (HUB) interconnecting WF and GS. Figure 5
shows the network structure.
The node parameters and the line lengths are shown in Tables 1 and 2, re-
spectively, and the resistance per kilometer is r = 0.0195Ω/km. All the parame-
ters are obtained from [33]. For all k nodes, high and low voltage constraints are230
vHk = 265kV and v
L
k = 245kV, respectively, and the current and power limits
are given in Table 1. With the used parameters the linearisation error in (61)
is, for all nodes, 0.085%.
The OPF problem is solved with the barrier-based algorithm proposed in


























Figure 5: Scheme of the MTDC network representing the North Sea offshore wind integration
used as testbench.
Figure 5, the resistance value r, and the line values in Table 2. The equality
constraints in (28) are used to set the desired values for the power in the GS
nodes (see Table 3) and to set the injected currents in the Hub nodes to zero
(Hubs do not supply energy to the network). Then, Av, bv are empty, Au is
defined by 0 and 1 accordingly, bu = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0), N is built according to (56)240





u and N (·) in Q representing, respectively, the node voltages,
currents and power inequality constraints are defined as follows: Q
(·)
v are identity
matrices as all the node voltages are constrained; Q
(·)
u are defined accordingly
taking into account if the node current is constrained by higher or lower values245
as shown in columns uH and uL of Table 1; and N (·) are defined as explained
in (56), taking into account if the node power is constrained by higher or lower
values as shown in columns PH and PL of Table 1.
5.3.1. Implementation of the OPF
The OPF algorithm is implemented using Matlab and has been running in a250
2.3 GHz Intel Core i5 microprocessor with a sampling time of Ts = 0.02s. The
OPF parameters have been set as follows: Tv = 5 ·10−1 ·In; Tλ = diagonal(Tλ,1 ·
[A]1 · [A]T1 , . . . , Tλ,q · [A]q · [A]Tq ) where Tλ,j is set to 10−2 or 0.5 depending on
the equality constraint j is, respectively a voltage, current or power constraint;
and finally, kj , (j = 1, . . . , p) is set to 10
−2 or 1 depending on the inequality255
constraint j is respectively a voltage, current or power constraint.
The test consists of testing the OPF algorithm by changing the power de-
manded from the GS nodes according to the values in Table 3. At t = 10s, the
power demanded by N3 (GS in UK) drastically decreases from 70% to 25% and,
additionally, the power demanded in N14 (GS in Germany) increases from 30%260
14







N1 UK1 WF 600MW — 2.4kA 0kA
N2 UK2 WF 400MW — 1.6kA 0kA
N3 UK GS 850MW -850MW 3.4kA -3.4kA
N4 HUB1 HUB — — — —
N5 BE1 WF 200MW — 0.8kA 0kA
N6 BE GS 140MW -140MW 0.56kA -0.56kA
N7 HUB2 HUB — — — —
N8 NL1 WF 400MW — 1.6kA 0kA
N9 NL2 WF 200MW — 0.8kA 0kA
N10 NL GS 540MW -540MW 2.16kA -2.16kA
N11 HUB3 HUB — — — —
N12 DE1 WF 400MW — 1.6kA 0kA
N13 DE2 WF 400MW — 1.6kA 0kA
N14 DE GS 640MW -640MW 2.56kA -2.56kA
N15 HUB4 HUB — — — —
N16 DK1 WF 200MW — 0.8kA 0kA
N17 DK2 WF 200MW — 0.8kA 0kA
N18 DK GS 240MW -240MW 0.96kA -0.96kA
N19 HUB5 HUB 600MW — — —
Table 1: North Sea integration grid: node parameters.
to 80%. A second change occurs at t = 20s, when N6 (GS in Belgium) decreases
from 50% to 25% and N10 and N18 (GS in The Netherlands and Denmark)
increase up to 65% and 95%, respectively.
Regarding the supervision and control scheme of Figure 2, the OPF provides
the required node voltages according to the above mentioned changes of power265
demands/generations, see Figure 6. Notice that the solutions remain within
the limits vHk , v
L
k , which suggests the use of the trajectories obtained from the
OPF as control inputs for the DC network. As expected, the voltages remain
around the highest values (implying the power transmission with less current,
minimizing the Joule’s effect). One can also observe how the voltages in the270
WF nodes are higher than the ones in the GS nodes, allowing the current flow
from WF to GS.
The power demanded by the OPF for each node is calculated using (44).
The obtained power values in the GS nodes are depicted (in blue) in Figure 7,
whose go to the desired values (in dotted black) without violating the power275
constraints (in dotted red).
The required powers of the WF nodes are also in the restricted area, see
Figure 8. Notice how some WF nodes saturate: N2 from 0 to 10s, and N9 from
20 to 30s, because the closest GS is demanding high power.
Figures 9, 10 and 11 show the demanded node currents. All the currents are280
between the admissible values (Figures 9 and 10) and the solution for the Hub
currents converges to zero, see Figure 11.
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Line Length [km] Line Length [km]
L1,4 100 L11,15 250
L2,4 40 L12,15 40
L3,4 120 L13,15 70
L4,7 300 L14,15 150
L5,7 50 L15,19 120
L6,7 100 L16,19 40
L7,11 120 L17,19 50
L8,11 100 L18,19 150
L9,11 40 L1,19 380
L10,11 70 — —
Table 2: North Sea integration grid: line parameters.
Node Name Type t = 0s t = 10s t = 20s
N3 UK GS 70% 25% 25%
N6 BE GS 50% 50% 25%
N10 NL GS 40% 40% 65%
N14 DE GS 30% 80% 80%
N18 DK GS 50% 50% 95%
Table 3: Numerical test: % of the demanded power.
Finally, Figure 12 shows the computer processing time (in % with respect
to the sampling time). It can be noticed that always remain below 25%.
5.3.2. Comparison of the continuous-time with respect to the classical approach285
As mentioned in the introduction, one of the main interests of using the
continuous-time gradient method is the possibility of using the instantaneous
value resulting from OPF algorithm as the input of the MTDC network. To
this end, a simulation test has been carried out by connecting the OPF with a
model emulating the dynamics of the North Sea HVDC network. In [21], has290
been proved that the cascade interconnection of the primal-dual dynamics (34)
with a DC network is asymptotically stable. The same scenario in the previous
test has been used, and the resulting desired node voltages have been used as a
reference for the droop voltage controller presented in [11]. The parameters for
the network dynamics are: inductance per kilometer l = 19mH/km, and, in all295
nodes the capacitances are Ck = 75µF.
Figure 13 (top) shows the error between the provided values by the OPF
algorithm, v, and the controlled voltages of the DC network, e. As expected,
the error of the voltage values tends to be zero, with a maximum transient error
of 0.6kV.300
Usually, the OPF algorithms provide the optimal values when they reach a
value with a certain tolerance. This implies that the solution is only available
after the computation time required by the method, every TOPF seconds, see
example in [16]. This section compares the behaviour of the MTDC network
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Figure 6: OPF implementation results: grid voltages. Grid side (GS) in red, Wind farms
(WF) in blue, and Hub in green. GS nodes are labeled.
using a continuous-time OPF with the classical approach. In the first case,305
the OPF output is the trajectory solution of (31) and, in the second case, by
sampling the solution of (31) each TOPF = 5s.
The simulation results are shown in Figure 13 (middle and bottom). With
the classical approach the maximum errors are considerably higher (almost 5
kV), see Figure 13 (middle). Finally, the voltage of node N3 for both cases310
is depicted as an illustrative example in Figure 13 (bottom). The benefits of
using the continuous-time approach are: the optimal value is reached by the
real network sooner (of course, depending on TOPF) and the overshoot is lower
because the reference value is continuous and slowly1 varying.
6. Conclusions315
The OPF problem for a DC network has been written using the port-
Hamiltonian formalism. The main feature of this description is the ability of
interconnecting dynamics preserving the stability properties. In this paper it
has been show that the gradient method applied to the OPF problem for min-
imizing losses in DC networks is stable under the conditions of the constraints320
C1 and C2 given in Proposition 3. The paper also includes the case of con-
strained problems by using barrier functions that prevent solutions out of the
admissibility region.
The behaviour of the OPF algorithm is illustrated with the North Sea
wind integration network. The numerical results show the benefit of using a325
continuous-time algorithm that is a possibility of integrating the OPF algorithm
1Note that the speed of convergence of the OPF is tuneable using the parameters Tv , Tλ.
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Figure 7: OPF implementation results: Grid side (GS) injected powers. Limit powers (in
red), reference power (dotted black) and OPF result (in blue).
with the network dynamics and treating the supervision and control problem
as a whole, regulating the voltages of the DC network while the OPF algorithm
searches the optimal point. Consequently, and in contrast with the traditional
schemes where the OPF works with a certain sampling time, the method pre-330
sented in this paper allows a faster regulation and smaller overshoots because
the (continuous) trajectories resulting from the OPF search are used as inputs
for the network controller.
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Figure 8: OPF implementation results: Wind farm (WF) injected powers. Limit powers (in
red) and OPF result (in blue).
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